GEOL/METR 1034.010: Native Science and Earth Systems of North America

Instructors: Doug Elmore, Kevin Kloesel, Mary Jo Watson, and Heather Ahtone

Course examines Earth Systems using both Indigenous and Western perspectives of earth science. This team-taught course will utilize a combination of geology, geography, meteorology, and Native American sciences, as expressed through art and oral history.

Lecture: Tues/Thurs 1:30 – 2:45
Two labs available: T 3:45 – 5:00 or W 3:30–5:20

[CRN 25737]

For more information visit www.ou.edu/geodiversity or visit Facebook/OUGeodiversity. This course is a component of the Diversity in Geosciences Project, IRB #13029.

Meets Gen-Ed course requirement for Natural Science w/lab (4 hours).